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anyone know how many dvds Fraser made & whats on them. i have 3 and 4
with mostly rare sixties tv clips on, that are not on any dvds or dusty
bulletin videos. i highly recommend them to all Dusty fans.

Heather
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As Frasers mother I am sure nobody will know for sure.He seemed to be
doing things on Dusty all the time. I am sure you will get a reply from at
least two LTD members, they will answer your questions.
Heather

United Kingdom
268 Posts

Will
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Wasn't born to follow

Just to add to what Heather wrote, Fraser made CDs on a number of
subjects, one of which was - of course - Dusty. But there were quite a few
others besides.
Will
"..I tried so hard, all summer through.."
United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Blog- http://askyofhoney.com/

jonny
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thank you very much Heather, i must say your son was a obviously very
remarkable & generous person, & no doubt everyone is very grateful indeed
for him singlehandedly making all that otherwise unavailable Dusty music &
videos for everyone to see! i think Dusty would have definitely considered
him her number one fan!

Will
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>>i think Dusty would have definitely considered him her number one fan!<<
:)
Will
"..I tried so hard, all summer through.."
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